March 16, 2020

To All C-C Saints Coaches, Student-Athletes, Families and Supporters,

The safety and well-being of our students, staff and community members is and always will be our paramount priority. With the recent developments resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic (Coronavirus), it is with regret that I inform you that the spring 2020 interscholastic-athletics season is postponed effective immediately until further notice. We will continually reassess the situation and provide additional guidance and direction as soon as we are able to.

To be very clear, all indoor and outdoor practices, contests, banquets, open gyms, team gatherings, meetings, strength and conditioning activities, camps/clinics, etc. are all postponed, as well as all facility reservations for outside organizations. All athletic facilities are closed.

I fully discourage any/all student-led or parent-led activities where students are asked to come together at another location. The expectation is that everyone will comply with the 'social distancing' best practice and all Monroe County and Section V athletic departments are being consistent with this message. This situation is new for everyone and unprecedented, and we appreciate your understanding.

Until further notice, I am also asking coaches not to provide any advice to students or teams around workouts to perform at home. Physical education teachers are doing this as part of the curriculum, but we are taking a pause on what coaches will provide.

Further information will be released as it becomes available through our district website, emails to coaches, and via our Twitter account @CCCSDAthletics. Thank you for your cooperation during these unprecedented and challenging times. Let’s take good care of ourselves and each other. Please feel free to reach out if you have any questions or concerns.

Sincerely,

Michael Murray